Call for Coleman Prize 2015
Association of Business Historians
To be awarded at the ABH’s 23rd Annual Conference,
3-4 July 2015, Exeter University Business School

Named in honour of the British business historian Donald Coleman (1920-1995), this prize is awarded annually by the Association of Business Historians to recognise excellence in new research in Britain. It is open to PhD dissertations in Business History (broadly defined) either having a British subject or completed at a British University.

Titles of previous prize-winning Theses include:

‘Bridging the Middle Atlantic: The Liverpool-New York Trading Community, 1763-1833’

‘Markets, Standards and Transactions: Measurements in Nineteenth-Century British Economy’

‘Respectable Persuaders: The Advertising Industry and British Society, 1900-1939’

A complete list of previous winners may be found here:
http://www.gla.ac.uk/external/ABH/coleman2.html

All dissertations completed in the previous calendar year to that of their submission are eligible (with the exception of previous submissions). It is a condition of eligibility for the Prize that shortlisted finalists will present their findings at the Association’s annual conference, which will be held on 3-4th July 2015 at Exeter University Business School.

Please send a pdf document, including the title of your PhD dissertation and a brief 300 word abstract to Christine.Leslie@Glasgow.ac.uk by 20 February 2015. A short list of candidates will be requested to send electronic copies of their thesis to us by 13 March 2015, the finalists will then be asked to present their research at the annual Association of Business Historians conference.

The value of the prize is £250 + expenses up to £250 and it is sponsored by the Taylor & Francis Group, a scholarly publisher. Further information will be placed on the ABH website early in the New Year - http://www.gla.ac.uk/external/ABH.